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The Tel Aviv University (TAU) OSA student chapter is participating in the celebration of the
50th anniversary of the laser, LaserFest, by performing a LaserFest outreach activity for
children.
So far, two sessions have taken place. The activity was carried out by four members of the
TAU OSA student chapter: Idith Farkas, Inon Katz, Keren Simhoni and Ohad Dahan.
In the first session a group of 40 sixth graders came to visit TAU. First, a short lecture about
lasers was given by Prof. Ady Arie (the chapter's academic advisor). The lecture was followed
by the participation of the entire group in the LaserFest Hit the Target activity. At the end of
the activity, all of the children received a small prize and the winning group received an extra
winner's prize: LED pointers and a fiber optic lamp, respectively.
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Special pamphlets that celebrate LaserFest were made by the TAU OSA chapter member
Idith Farkas and were handed out to the children as well. (See below)
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The second session was organized with the Handesaim high school in Herzliya. The
participants included 50 ninth grade students. It started with a lecture by Keren Simhoni and
Ohad Dahan, while Idith Farkas and Inon Katz prepared all the settings for the LaserFest
activity in a large gymnasium. The students showed great interest in the lecture, especially
when we showed them videos of laser eye surgery, protective glasses and lasers. The lecture
was followed by the LaserFest Hit the Target activity. The students were very engaged with
the challenge, and some have managed to hit the 100 points mark on the target using two
mirrors. Unfortunately, due to time constraints we didn't make it to a higher number of
mirrors. At the end of the activity, all of the participants received laser pointers and the
winning team received a winner's prize: Laser pointers and fiber optics lamps.
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